
 

 
 

RFP Questions and Answers   

 

1. On Page 3 of the RFP, under 2.0 Scope of Services, the school district states, “Product Availability - selected vendors will 
provide Demo Unit within 14 days trucks”. We believe that this was intended to say “Product Availability - selected vendors 
will provide Demo Unit within 14 days of notification”, as in a prior paragraph on the same page, and would like to request 
confirmation from the school district whether this is the case.  
Revised Product Availability – selected vendors will provide demo unit within 14 days of notification.  

  
2. On Page 48 of the RFP, in the POS Hardware Minimum Requirements, the Ports minimum requirements is listed as “Base 

dimensions minimum 8X8 inches Max 10X10 inches”. The subsequent Minimum Requirements on the same table appear to 
be misaligned. We would like to confirm if this is the case, and request that the school district confirm the updated minimum 
requirements.  



 
3. For the Cafeteria Workstation, we would like to ask whether the school district would consider the use of an all-in-one device 

meeting all device specifications. A device of this type would provide significant space and cost savings compared to a 
traditional unit composed of a separate monitor and PC. Both AIO 

  
4. For the Cafeteria Workstation, we would like to confirm whether the school district has specific requirements for the device’s 

GPU, or if GPU specs are not considered relevant to this device. Intel integrated 
  

Memory 8GB RAM Minimum 

Hard 
Drive 

256GB SSD Minimum 

Keyboard 
& Mouse 

Standard USB Keyboard and Optical Mouse, Backlit optional 

Display Min 19.5 inch Max 21.5 inch LCD Touch (standard for pressure point) 

Network 802.11ac + Bluetooth + RJ-45 

Base-
Stand 

Base dimensions minimum 8X8 inches Max 10X10 inches 

Ports 4- USB 3.1; 1 HDMI; 1 1 ac power; 1 headphone/microphone combo jack (All internal) 

Integrated 
Video 

HD 

Internal 
Integrated 
Audio 

Internal Stereo Speakers 

Warranty 
& Service 

3 yr. onsite parts and labor 

Web 
Camera 

Internal 720p min. Web Camera 

Unit 
weight 

Weight minimum 8lbs- Max 12lbs 



5. For the POS Device, we would like to ask if the school district has a list available of all software programs that are expected to 
be run from the devices. FMS Software, Office 365, HP printer software 

  
6. We would like to ask if the school district has any current estimate for when the award for this contract will be made. July 

15th, 2022 
 

7. Is a 12th generation processor a must have? Yes 

 

8. Is the HDMI port a must have? Not required for POS but for is required for Café Workstation Is bluetooth a must have?  Not 

required for POS but for is required for Café Workstation 

 

9. Is an Internal camera a must have?  Not required for POS but for is required for Café Workstation 

 

10.  Is screen size minimums must haves? Yes 
 

11.  Would Windows 10 IoT Enterprise LTSC 2019 be considered acceptable (Support date end = Jan 9, 2029)?  No 
 

12. How stringent is the minimum hardware requirement for processors? Would any others be considered? Yes 
 

 


